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ATTACHMENT I

RESPONSES TO NRC,s RAts FOR THE
AREVA NP, INC.

SUPERCRITICAL CO2 LICENSE AMENDMENT APPLICATION
(TAC L32689) Dated Aprit 19,2010

NRC's Requested Aqtion 1.

"During the March 30, 2010, conference call, AREVA indicated that Accident Sequence 1g6-94 in
the lntegrated Safety Analysis (lSA) Summary, while originally described forV-72, could occur for
V-71, the TBP/CO2 Separator Tank. V'71 was described in the license amendment application
as having the potentialfor resulting in a consequence of concern. However, the ISA drimmary
submitted with the license amendment application does not have such accident sequence
described torY-71. Consistent with Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regutations ltOCfnl
70.22(a)(7), provide a revised Accident Sequence 189-94 forY-Tl snowing the ridiotogibal and
chemical consequences. of a catastrophic failure. Describe what items relied on for safety and
management measures will be used in this Accident Sequence to meet the performance
requirements."

AREVA's Response:

Evidently some misunderstlrnding occurred during the March 30, 2010 conference call. On page 19
of the ISA Summary that AREVA provided to the NRC with the amendment application are accident
sequences 186-94, which deals with catastrophic failure of the TBP Holding Tank V-72 and accident
sequence 186-98 which deals with catastrophic failure of the TBP/CO2 Separator Tank V-71. Both of
these arcident sequences indicated consequences of concern.

These two accident sequences were the subject of NRC's Chemical Safety RAl's 5 (accident
sequence number 186-94) and 6 (accident sequence number 186-98) respectively. AREVA
responded to these questions via letter REL:09:034 dated July 13, 2009. Following severat
telephone discussions regarding AREVA's response, the NRC requested an updat-ed response to
chemical safety questions 1, 2, 3,5, 7, 8, and g via a letter from RL Rodriguez to RE Link dated
October 6, 2009. The requested revised response did not request any revisions to AREVA's
regponse to Chemical Safety RAI 6 (Accident sequence 186-98, Catastrophic faiture of the TBp/COz
Separator Tank V-71).

In the revised response via letter REL:09-050 dated November 11, 2009 AREVA provided the
requested revisions. Included in AREVA's response (Chemical Safety RAI 2) was a commitment to
declare certain tanks built to ASME code Section Vlll of Division l, which included the TBp/COz
Separator Tank V-71, as IROFS. The required pressure vessel inspection was also listed as an
IROFS with a periodic nondestructive examination as a management measure for these IROFS.

The accident sequence that deals with possible catastrophic failure of the TBP/CO2 Separator Tank
V-71 is accident sequence number 186-151 (formerly number 186-98) and is included in attachment
ll. AREVA has conservatively assigned high consequences to this accident sequence . lt is noted
that all inputs to the TBP/COz Separator Tank V-71 are restricted by a length of lz-inch tube or
smaller input. Tank V-71 is also vented to the exhaust system via a 2-inch pipe.
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The IROFS used to prevent high chemicaland radiotogical consequences include:

IROFS 6919O8, Tank V-71, which includes the attribute of being constructed per ASME Code
Section Vlll, Division 1.

IROFS 0.22, which is the state-mandated pressure vessel inspection.

IROFS 6920, which is the 2-inch vent to the exhaust system

NRC'S Requested Action 2.

"f n the March 23,2010,letter, AREVA indicated that it discovered an error in the ISA Summary
for the license amendment application and a concomitant error in one of the responses to a
request for additional information in the area of chemical safety. Such error involved Y-72, the
TBP holding tank. Consistent with 1OCFR 70.9, confirm if the-process instrumentation diagrams
submitted by AREVA for this license amendment application, as well as the rest of the information
in the March 23, 2010,letter), is still correct and accurate. lf any of the information previously
submitted is incorrect, submit the corrected information and explain why thq.conections are
needed."

AREVA's Response:

The two errors discussed in the March 23, 2010 letter are:

The cpnect name of Y-72 is the TBP Holding Tank and not the TBP/CO' Holding Tank.
The,TBP Holding TankV-72 is a 4-inch diameter by 27-inch long tank that is constructed per
the requirements of DOT-3A 1800/TC-3ASM 124 and not per the ASME Code Section Vttt,
Division 1.

AREVA believes that the information previously provided to the NRC is accurate. All other
descriptions of V-72, the TBP Holding Tank, are accurate. lt is noted that the P&lD provided has
continued to be updated during the construction process. For example, tank overflows in addition to
existing funnel breaks were added to tanks V-30, V-40 and V-50 as indicated in AREVA's letter
REL:10;005, RE Link dated February 10, 2010 in response to NRC's request dated January 29,
2010. A copy of the current red-lined P&lD is provided in attachment lll and a summary of the major
differenes is included in attachment lV.

NRG's Reouested Action 3.

"During the March 30, 2O1O conference call, AREVA indicated that since Y-72 isnormally open to
the atmosphere, Accident Sequence 186-94, as originally described in the ISA Summary, would
not result in a consequence of concern and should not be included in the ISA Summary.
Consistent with 1OCFR 70.22(a)(7), provide the correct accident sequence 'forY-72 illustrating
how the catastrophic failure of this sampling cylinder would not result in a radiological or chemical
consequence of concern.'

1.
2.
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AREVA's Response:

fn9 f[llolding_Tank V-72 receives input from the TBP/CO2 Separator Tank V-71 and discharges
to the TBP Feed Tank V-30.

As stated in AREVA's response to RAI 1, above, the TBP/CO2 Separator Tank V-71 is connected to
the exhaust system via a 2-inch pipe, IROFS 6920. No mechanism has been identified where this
pipe could be accidentally plugged. Any transient pressure seen in the TBpicoz Separator Tank will
be exhausted via this 2-inch vent. lf the valves to the TBP Holding Tank Y-72 are open during such a
pressure transient, the pressure in Tank V-72will not be any higher than in the TBP/CO2 Sepirator
Tank V-71. lt is also noted that the design pressure of the TBP Holding Tank y-T2is Oob pdi greater
than for the TBP/CO2 Separator Tank V-71.

The TBP Feed Tank V-30 is equipped with an atmospheric vent (IROFS 6944) and a funnel break
(IROFS 6939). These two IROFS ensure that high-pressure reverse flow from Tank V-30 to the TBp
Holding TankV-72 is at least highly unlikely.

As stated during severaltelephone calls following the March 30, 2O1O letter, to ensure quick
resofution of any concerns associated with Tank V-72, as a conservative assumption potential
catastrophic failure of this vessel will be considered a high consequence event for radiological and
chemical conseq uences.

The IROFS used to prevent high chemical and radiological consequences from catastrophic rupture
of Tank V-72 include:

IROFS 6919.12, TBP Holding Tank V-72, which includes the attribute of being constructed
per the requirements of DOT-3A 1800ffC,3ASM 124.

IROFS 6982, significant overpressurization of the vessel is prevented by Rupture Disk RD-
721. This rupture disk is rated at 1590 psig @72oF, is installed on TBP Holding TankV-72
header and is free from any intervening valves.

IROFS 0,23, which is an inspection that is equivalent to the state-mandated pressure vessel
inspection.

IROFS 6920, 6939, and 6944 which keep the TBP/CO2 separator V-71 vented to the exhaust
system and the TBP feed tank V-30 vented to the process enclosure.

other IROFS that provide protection for chemical leaks into the room are:

IROFS 6903, which is the enhanced administrative requirement to evacuate the process area
if the HVAC system is not functioning.

IROFS 6904, which is the enhanced administrative requirement to evacuate the process area
if the COz alarm in the room a'ctivates.
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The revised accident sequences and associated IRoFS that pertain to catastrophic failure of TBp
Holding TankY-72 are included in attachment ll. See Accident Sequences tAO-tSO (previously
numbered 186-94), 186-150.1, and 186-150.2.

NRC's Reouested Action 4.

'AREVA plans to use V-72 as a process tank that supports operations of the CO2 extraction
process. However, the March 23,2010,letter describes V-72 as a sampling eylinder, which
appears to be a misapplication of the intended design of this cytinder. ionjistlnt with 1OCFR
70.22 (a)(7) and 1OCFR 70.64:

a) De.ccribe any inspection or maintenance protocols that AREVA will implement to ensure the
safe operation of this sampling cylinder.

b) Describe how AREVA's intended use of V-72 meets each requirement of the baseline design
criteria."

AREVA's Response:

4.a) As stated in 3 above, an inspection equivalent to the inspection required for ASME Code
Section Vlll, Division 1 vessels will be established as an IROFS. In addition to this |ROFS, a periodic
NDE will be established as a management measure that is comparable to the management measure
established for the process columns and extractor vessels.

4.b) The ten baseline design criteria from 70.64 are individually listed below with an explanation as
to how V-72 meets these baseline design criteria:

(2)

Quality standards and records. The design must be developed and implemented in
accordance with management measures, to provide adequate assurance that items
relied on for safety will be available and reliable to perform their function when needed.
Appropriate records of these items must be maintiained by or under the control of the
licensee throughout the life of the facility.

AREVA's current quality assurance program as applied to IROFS is discussed
in section 8.8 of the current lsA summary. No changes to this plan are
required to allow for the use of TBP Holding Tank V-72 as it is fabricated and
installed.

Natural phenomena hazards. The design must provide for adequate protection against
natural phenomena with consideration of the most severe documented historical-
events for the site.

(1)

(3)

The most severe documented historical events are described in the current ISA
summary glq3re significantly less severe than the postulated design events.
The use of rBP Holding Tankv-72 does not impact the design basi-s natural
phenomena detailed in the current ISA Summary, Section 7.i.1.

Fire protection. The design must provide for adequate protection against fires and
explosions.
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Fire risk will not be increased by the use of rBp Holding Tank v-zz as
designed and installed.

Environmental and dynamic effects. The design must provide for adequate protection
from environmenta! conditions and dynamic effects associated with normal operations,
maintenance, testing, and postulated accidents that could lead to loss of safety
functions.

TBP Holding Tank v-72as designed and installed provides adequate
protection from environmental conditions and dynamic effects associated with
normal operations, maintenance, testing, and postulated accidents. The
material of construction is SS-3041which is compatible with the
HNO3/IBP/CO2 processing environment. The maximum allowable working
pressure is 1800 psig @ 100oF. and the vessel is subject to periodic inspection
to assure that its integrity remains intact. This tank is operated at OoF to room
temperature, TBP Holding TankV-72 is also equipped with a rupture disk that
is rated at rated at 1590 psig @ 72oF. This rupture disk is routed to the
ventilation system in the event that it does rupture. Additionally, the vessel is
peimanently fixed inside a process enclosure that provides defense-in-depth
protection if the vessel were to fail to keep the pro@ss fluids contained.

Chemical protection. The design must provide for adequate protection against
chemical risks produced from licensed material, facility conditions which affect the
safety of licensed material, and hazardous chemicals produced from licensed material.

TBP Holding Tank Y-72 as designed and installed provides adequate
protection from chemical consequences. The material of construction is SS-
304L which is compatible with the HNO3f|BP/CO2 processing environment.
The maximum allowable working pressure is 1800 psig @ 100oF. and the
vessel is subject to periodic inspection to assure that its integrity remains
intact. This tank is operated at OoF to room temperature. TBP Holding Tank V-
72 is also equipped with a rupture disk that is rated at rated at 1590 psig @
72oF. This rupture disk is routed to the ventilation system in the event that it
does rupture. Additionally, the vessel is permanently fixed inside a process
enclosure that provides defense-indepth protection if the vessel were to fail to
keep the process fluids contained.

Emergency capability. The design must provide for emergency capability to maintain
controlof:

(i) Licensed materialand hazardous chemicals produced from licensed material;

Existing emergency capability, as discussed in the current ISA Summary,
Sections 7.2.3.2 and as promulgated in the Emergency Plan, Document E08-
01-1.0, is not impacted by the use of TBP Holding Tank V-72 as designed and
installed.

(ii) Evacuation of on-site personnel; and

Existing evacuation protocols are not impacted by the use of TBp Holding
TankV-72 as designed and installed.

(5)
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(iii) Onsite emergency facilities and services that facilitate the use of available offsite
services.

Existing Ons.ite emergency facilities and services and associated protocols are
not impacted by the use of TBP Holding Tank Y-72 as designed and instailed.

(7) Utility services. The design must provide for continued operation of essential utility
services.

The use of TBP Holding TankV-72 as designed and installed does not have
any new impact on essential utility services.

(8) Inspection, testing, and maintenance. The design of items relied on for safety must
provide for adequate inspection, testing, and maintenance, to ensure their availability
and reliability to perform their function when needed.

The inspections and testing of TBP Holding TankV-72 as designed and
installed are provided in the updated ISA Summary information provided in
attachment 2.

(9) Criticality control. The design must provide for criticality control including adherence to
the double contingency principle.

TBP Holding Tank V-72 is a 4-inch diameter tank. As designed and instatted,
this favorable geometry vessel does not have any new impacts on Nuclear
Criticality Safety.

(10) Instrumentation and controls. The design must provide for inclusion of instrumentation
and control systems to monitor and control the behavior of items relied on for safety.

The currently designed and installed instrumentation and control systems are
not impacted by TBP Holding TankY-72 as designed and instailed.


